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ON QUASI-GALOIS EXTENSIONS OF COMMUTATIVE RINGS 

by Yasuji Takeuchi 

In the ordinary Galois theory of fields the notion of quasi-Galois 
extension (in the other words, normal extension) plays an important 
role. Auslander,Goldmli:n, Chase, Harrison, Rosenberg and others 
have developed Galois theory of commutative rings. On the one hand, , 
Villarnayor and Zelinsky studied weakly Galois theory of commutative 
rings. However the author thinks that in their theory there is no 
explicit notion corresponding to quasi-Galois extension of fields. 
Recently he studied on a characterization of the notion of Galois 
extension of commutative rings {S}. It suggests a possibility for 
extending the notion of quasi-Galois extension of fields to the case\ 
of commutative rings. In this paper we shall try to do it. 

In our first section we shall introduce a notion of quasi-Galois ex
tension of commutative rings. In our second section we shall extend 
to our c.ase theorems concerning to filted rings in theory of fields. 
In our final third section we shall study on relations between Ga -
lois extensions and quasi-Galois extensions. 

In this paper we shall assume that all rings have the identity. and 
are commutative. If R is a commutative ring and if S is a R-algebra 
Aut R (S) will denote the group of all automorphisms of S over R. If 

T is an integral domain, <T> will denote the quotient field of T. 

DEFINITION. We begin with introducing a notion of quasi-Galois ex
tension of commutative rings. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a commutative rift{j and S a commutative R-
/ I 

a'lgebra that is integra'l over R. Let G be! th,e group of aZZ automor-
p'hisms of S over R. Then S bJiZZ be caZZei a Iquasi-Ga'lois extension 

of R if. for any prime idea'l p of R. the foZZObJing conditions hoZd: 

1) If Pis a prime ideaZ of S 'lying over P. the quot~ent fieZd 
<sIP> is a quasi-GaZois extension of <RYp> 

2) G operates transitiveZy on the famity of an pri(ne idea'ls of S 

Zying over p. i.e. if P and pI are tbJO prime ideaZs of S Zying 

over P. there is 0 & G such that o(P) = pl. 

3) Any automorphism of SIP over RIp is canonicaZZy induced by an 
eZement of G. 

In particular bJe shaZZ caZZ S a PUreZy inseparabZe extension of R 

if. for any prime ideaZp of R. there existsonZy one prime ideaZ P 
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of 5 ~ying over p and <SIP> is a pUl'e~lI inseparab~e eilltension of <RIp>'. 

REMARK. Let 5 be a commutative ring and G a finite group of auto

morphisms of S. If R is the fixed ring of 5 under G, then 5 is a 

quasi-Gal?is extension of R {c.f. 1, n° 2, theorem 2} • 

Let R be a commutative ring. R,denotesthe afine scheme induced 

by R. Then there exists a canonical bij ective correspond~nce bet
ween the geometric points of R~ith value in a field K and th~ ho

momorph isms of R into K. If p is a geometric point of It with value 

in K, we shall de,note ,with the samep the corresponding homomor -

phism; R - K and call it a geometric point of R with value in K 

(or simply, a geometric point of R). 

If 5 is a R-algebra, the afine scheme S forms ,canonically a R
scheme. Let p be any geometric ~oint of R. Then E! (5) will -denote 
the set of geometric points ofS over p with value in an algebt,aie, 

closure 0 of <Im(p». The set ER(S) can be identified to the set p 
of homomorphisms P of 5 into 0 such that the diagram 

5 

t,~P 
R- 0 

p 

is commutative where the vertical mapping is the strUcture homomor· 

phism of R-algebra. If a is a R-automorphism of S. we, consider a 

right-operation of a on E:~S) by (Pa) (x) • P(a(x)) for P £ E!(S) , 

x £ S. Let G be a group of R-automorphisms of S. Then E!CS) con

sists of the orbits of it's element under G i.e. E!CS). UpPG. 

THEOREM 1 .2. Let R be a commutative ring and 5 a commutative R-a,Z .. 

gebra that is integra~ over R. 5 is a quasi-GaZois eilltension of R 
if and only if. fop any geometric point p of R. the set ERCS) con -

p 
sists of on~y one orbit of it's element under G. 

In pat'ticular. 5 is a purely inseparable eztension of R if and 07J~1I 

if. f~r any geometric point p of R • ER (5) consists of only one de,. 
p 

ment. 

Proof: The secon d statement follows easily from the first orie. We 

shall show the first property. The "only if" part is pr()cved simi

larly as the corollary to theorem 2 of § 2 in (1}. The "if" part r!. 

mains. Let p be any prime ideal of Rand P any prime ideal of 5 
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lying over,p. If 0 is an algebraic closure of SIP, the inclusion 

, mappings of SIP and of RIp into 0 induce a geometric point P of S 
and a geometric point p of R, respectively. If Q is any Rlp-iso-, 

morphism of SIP into 0, ~alsoinduces a geo~etric'point Q of S. By 

the hypothesis there is a £ GS1,lch thatP • Qa and so SIP - PCS) .. 

• Q\Ca(S» • ~(S/P). Hence <S'/P>, is a quasi-Galois extension field 
of <RIp>. Let Q be any other prime ideal of S ~ying over p. Since 

<SIfJ.> is, an alg,ebra1e extension of <RIp>, there exists a R/p-isomo!, 
phism ~': SIQ .......... O. Then~' induces a geometric point Q' of S over 

p with value in 0, so that there is T & G s'uch that PT • Q'. This 

implies T (P) • 12.. It ~ollows similarly as above that any R/p-auto

morph1smof SIP is canonically induced by an a,lement of G. This cc:!l 
pletes the pr~ofL 

COROLLARY 1.3. Let S be a commutative ring, G a group of automor -
phisms of Sand R the fized ring of Sunder G. IfG is compact in 
the finite topoZogy. then S is a quasi-GaZois ezte~sion of R. 

Proof: Let {x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn } be any finite subset of S. The hy~othe

sis implies that the family U~"l GXi of the orbits GXi forms a fi

nite set. If we put Sex) L;.~ -"hring RIU!.l Gxil of S generated by 

the U~=l GXi o~er R, we obtain a(S(x» =: "(X) ~-.,. all a & G. Let 

N(x') be the set of elements of G which fix every element ot ;'(x)' 
, "-

N(x) is a normal subgroup of finite index in G and so the factor . 

group G/N(x)1 can be regarded canonically as a group of automorphisms 

of Sex)' Then R is the fixed ring of Sex) underG/N(x)' so that Sex) 

is a quasi-Galois extension of R {c.f. the remark of Definition lo1.}. 

We consider the family {S(x)}(x) cpnsisting of such Sex) f'or'all fi 

nite subset (x) .. (x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn ) of S. The family {S(x)}(x) forms 

canonically an injective set by the inclusion mappings. Then we 

obtain that S is canonically isomorphism to fu Sex)' 

of 

Pg(x) 

Let p be ,any geo,etric point of Rand P, Q two ge,ometric points 

) ov~r p. If g(~) is the canonical homomorphism: Sex) - S , 

and Qg(x) are also geometric points of Sex) over p. We consider the 

{ I 2 N n(x)N. i G 
sets G(x) = a(x)N(x) ; a(x) :(x)'···' a(x) (x)' a(x) & , 

pg(x)a~x) = Qg(x)}' G(x) is not empty and n(x) is finite. The fa

mily {G(x)}(x) forms natllrally a projective set, Le: ,if Sex) '= S(y)' 
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the morphism A(x),(y):G(y) ~ G(x) is defined by A(x).(y)(a~y)N(y»). 
i 

• a(y)N(x)' Then we have lim G(x) r 'so We obtain easily that any 

element of lim G(x) induces canonically an automorphism T of Sand 

so PT '" Q. 

COROLLARY 1.4 • Lilt R bll a COJllllfutc:i-tivll .1'ing. If S is a quasi-'Ga1.ois 
.:tsnsion of R and if T is a pups1.y insspa1'ab1.s s:tsnsion of R. thsn 
S eaT is a-quasi-Ga1.ois s:tsnsion of R. 

Proof: Letp be any geometric point of Rand P, Q two geometric 
\points of S eRT lring over p. If we denote with f the natural homo 

morphism: T ~ S eRT , we have Pf • Qf since they are geometric 

points of T over p. On the other hand if g is the natural homomor
phism : S ~ S eRT , then Pg and Qg are geometric points of S over 

p, so that Pga .. Qg for some a e:AutR(S).This implies Pea e R1) .. Q 

where a e R1 is the R-automorphism of S eRT induced by a and the ide~ 

tity automorphism of T. 

2. FIXED RINGS. 

We begin with an extension of a well-known theorems in theory of 
fields. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be an OVeP1'ing of R that is a finite1.y gen~ 
1'ated separab1.e R-a1.gebra. If S is a pure1.y inseparab1.e e:tension 

of R. then ~e have S = R. 

Proof: Since, for any maximal ideal m of R, Sm/mSm is a separable 

extension field of Rm/mRm and is purely inseparable over Rm/mRm' we 

have Sm/mSm = Rm/mRm and so Sm = Rm + mSm' Hence we obtain S = R. 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring and S a R-a1.gebra. If 

S is a quasi-Ga1.ois e:tension of R. then the fi:ed ring of Sunder 
the group G of aU R-automorphisms of S is a pure1.y inseparab1.e e:

tension of R. 

Proof: Let p be any geometric point of Rand P, Q two geometric 
points of SG over p. Then P and Q can be, extended to geometric points 
P' and Q' of S, respectively. Since S is a quasi-Galois extension of 
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R. we have P'a .. Q' for a £ G and so P .. Q. 'T-his proves our propo
sition. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring t.iithout propel' idempotent 

and S a R-a~gebra. A88ume that S i8 a direct"8um of finite number 
of indecomp08ab~e R-a~gebra8 ",hich are i80morphic to each other a8 

R-a~gebra8. If S i8 a finite~y generated 8eparab~e R-a~gebra. then 
the fireed ring SG i8 finite~y generated a8 a R-modu~e ",here G .. 
.. AutR(S). 

Proof: Let S .. S1 • S2 •••.• Sn be a decomposition as the assum

ption. Then each Si is a Galois extension of the fixed ring Ti of 

Si under the group Gi .. AutR(Si)' Hence each Ti is finitely gene-

rated as a R-module. Now we take any R-isomorphisms a~: 

for i = 2.3 •.••• n and the identity mapping of S1 as a~. 

= a1. (a~)-1 for i.j = 1.2, ..... n. Then af is a R-isomorphism: 

S. --+ S .• We shall consider R-automorphisms a~ of S such that 
]. J ]. 

aflsi = a{ • nllSj a af and aflsk .. identity mapping of Sk (k~i.j) 
for i.j 1.2 ..... n. LeL:- ,",,, Ii subgroup of G generated by the aI's. 
Then G is a semi-direct product of H ana ~.- ~~"'ect product of the 

Gis. Hence we have SG = (T 1 • .. . 61 T )H = {t + a~ (t) + ... cr~(t); n . 
t £ T1l • so that SG is finitely generated as.a R-module. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a commutative ring and S a commutative oVer
ring of R ",hich i8 a 8eparab~e R-algebra and i8 projective a8 a R
modu~e. If S i8 a qua8i-Gatoi8 ereten8ion of R. then R i8 the fireed 
ring o~. S under the groupG of aU R-automorphi8m8 of S. 

Proof: First we assume that R ,has .no proper idempotent. S is a 
direct sum of finite numb,er of indecomposable R- subalgebras. Hence 

n1 n 2 nr 
we can write with a form S .. S1 61 S2 61 ••• 61 Sr where Si ar~in-

decomposable R-algebras such thatS i and Sf (i;j) are not isomorphic 
n. 

over R, and Si]. denotes a direct sum· of ni copies of Si' If we put 

G. = 
]. 

Gis. 

n. 
AutR(Si].)· 

Let T. be 
]. 

T1 61 T2 61 ... 61 

dule. SG is so. 

then G is isomorphic to the direct product of the 
n. G 

the fixed ring of Si]. under Gi • Then we have S .. 

T. Since each T. is finitely generatedlas a R-mo~ r ']. 

Ther~fore it follows from (2.3) that SG \ R. In 
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general R~ the same conditions as our theorem are inherited under 
the fibres sz and Rz for any point x of' the Boolean spectrum of R. 
Moreover the group of all Rz,-automorphisms of sz is equal to the 
group Gz of automorphismsof sz induced by the elements of G. Then 

,. G 
we have Rz • (5:1:) x , since Rx has no proper idempotent. Hence, we 

obtain R • sG {c.f., 7} • 

3. RELATIONS BETWEEN QUASI-GALOIS EXTENSIONS AND GALOIS EXTENSIONS. 

Let R be a commutative ring, 5 a R-algebra and G the group of all 
R-automorphisms of S. For any maximal ideal M of 5, as usual,PT(M) 
and Gz(M) (or simply, GT and GZ),will denote the inertia group and 
the decomposition group of M" respectively., 

THEOREM 3.1. Let R, Sand G be as above. Then 5: i; a Ga;Zois e:x: -' 
tension of R with a GaZois group G if land onZy, if 5 is a! faithfu Z, 

projective, separab~e R-aZgebra and is a 
R such that the inertia group 'G T (M) of a 

over any ma:x:imaZ ideaZ m of R reduces to 

quasii-GaZoi;s e:X:f;ension of 
ma:x:imaZ ideaZ M of; S Zying , 
the identity. 

Proof: The "only if" part follows from {2}, so that it is sufficient 
to show the "if" part. It follows from (2.4) that R is the fixed 
ring of Sunder G. Let M be any maximal ideal of S. If we put m 
- Rn M , then SImS is a finitely,generated separable RIm-algebra so 
that the number of R/m-automorphisms of SImS is at most finite. Now 
each element (; 1) of G induces ~ non-trivial RIm-automorphism of 
SImS. Hence G is finite. Furthermore the inertia group of any maxi 
mal ideal of S reduces to the identity, since all inertia groups of 
maximal ideals of S lying over a maximal ideal of R are conjugate to 
each other. This completes the proof. 

COROLLARY 3.2. Let'S be a GaZois e:x:tension of R with the group of 

aZZ R-automorphisms of S ~s a GaZois group. If R is a fieZd, then 

so is S. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a GaZois e:x:tension of a 

group G and T an intermediate ring of Sand R. 
normaZsubgroup N of G with T - SN if ana onZy 

and separabZe over R. 

ring R with a GaZois 

Then there e:x:ists a 

if T i~ quasi-GaZois 

Proof: The "only if" part is trivial. It is sufficient for proving 
the "if" part to show a(T)- T for all a e G. Let p and P be the n! 
tural homomorphisms: R - S/M anI! T - S/M, respectively, for any~. 
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maximal ideal M of S. Then p is a geometric ,point of Rand P is 
also a geometric point of S over p. On {he other hand. if f is the 
natural homomorphism: a(T) --+ S/M. then fa is also a geometric 
point of T over p. Since T is a quasi-Galois extension of R. we 
obtain PT • fa for some T E. AutR (T) . Then P (T) = PdT) = f (a (T)) 
and so T + M = a(T) + M. Now let m be a maximal ideal of Rand 
{M 1.M2 ••••• Mn} the set of all maximal ideals of S lying over m.Then 
SIMI. S/M 2 •...• S/Mn is a Galois extension of Rim with a Galois 
group G. Hence there exists a canonical bijective correspondence 
between the separable R/m-subalgebra of SIMI. S/M2 ••.•• S/Mn 
and the separable R-subalgebra of S. This implies that T and GeT) 
coincide. since the natural images of T and a(T) in SimS coincide •. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring ani S a commutative 
R-algebra. If S is ~eakly Galois over R {c.f; ?} , then S is a 

quasi-Galois e~tension of R. Conversely if S is a faithful, proje~ 
tive, separable R-al,ebra and is a quasi-Galois e~tension of R,the. 
S is ~eakly Galois over R. 

Proof: The first statement is trivial {c.f. 7} and the remark of 
Definition 1.1. Assume that S is a faithful. projective. separable 
R-algebra and is a quasi-Galois extension of R. Then it is clear 
that. for any point x of the Boolean spectrum of R. the'properties 
are inherited under the fibre Sx {c. f,. 7}. Hence the fibre Rx is 
the fixed ring of S under the group of all R -automorphisms of S • x x, x 
Then we have p(Sx)Gx = HomRx (Sx,Sx) and so p(S)G = HomR(S.S) where 
p: S --+ HomR(S.S) denotes the usual regular representation of S 
and G = AutR(S). This completes the proof. 
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